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The perceptron program is not primarily concerned with the invention of devices 
for "artificial intelligence", but rather with investigating the physical structures and 
neurodynamic principles which underlie "natural intelligence". A perceptron is 
first and foremost a brain model, not an invention for pattern recognition. As a 
brain model, its utility is in enabling us to determine the physical conditions for the 
emergence of various psychological properties. 

Frank Rosenblatt, 1962



Elements of Physical Biology 1925



Robots as Model Organisms















Dynamical Framework for Sparse Recovery

“Captures a good chunk of the computer vision and 
theoretical neuroscience being done in the last 

decade” - Garrett Kenyon 
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“A third-order power law best describes the transformation of 
membrane potential to firing rate” 

- Christoph Koch





Hebbian Rule for Dictionary Learning

ΔW = (x - Wz)z'



   W = NC(W); %Normalize Columns

 

   a = W'*X; %Feature Activations

   a = NC(a); %Normalize Columns

   a=0.5*a.^3;   %Cubic function acts as threshold

  

   W = W + ((X-W*a)*a'); %Update Dictionary



























































Compressed Sensing

z is Data

x is Code

W is Universal
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Sparse Coding
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M = N/2



M = N/3



X^3 Dictionary for Compressed Sensing 



Von Neumann wondered how 

“an imperfect (biological) neural
network, containing many random 
connections, can be made to perform 
reliably those functions which might be 
represented by idealized wiring diagrams.”



Information Scalability

Many applications involve signal 

Inference and not Reconstruction

Detection < Classification < Estimation < Reconstruction



Information Scalability

Learning + Inference 

Processing directly on compressed measurements:

Random projections ~ sufficient statistics



Thank You
Questions and Comments

“When Leibniz was first thinking about 
computation at the end of the 1600s, 
the thing he wanted to do was to build 
a machine that would effectively 
answer...questions.” - Stephen 
Wolfram














